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Abstract. In a series of papers, Liu, Lakemeyer, and Levesque ad-
dress the problem of decidable reasoning in expressive first-order
knowledge bases. Here, we extend their ideas to accommodate con-
ditional beliefs, as in “if she is Australian, then she presumably eats
Kangaroo meat.” Perhaps the most prevalent semantics of a con-
ditional belief is to evaluate the consequent in the most-plausible
worlds consistent with the premise. In this paper, we devise a tech-
nique to approximate this notion of plausibility, and complement it
with Liu, Lakemeyer, and Levesque’s weak inference. Based on these
ideas, we develop a logic of limited conditional belief, and provide
soundness, decidability, and (for the propositional case) tractability
results.

1 INTRODUCTION

Taking into account different contingencies is elementary for hu-
mans. For example, when we expect a guest for dinner, we might
believe her to be not Australian, but at the same time believe that if
she is Australian, then she presumably eats Kangaroo meat – and we
would plan the menu based on these beliefs. It is no surprise that the
concept of conditional belief is a subject of KR research, for example
in belief revision [13].

The goal of this paper is to devise a reasoning service that soundly
decides whether a given conditional knowledge base entails some
conditional belief. As with any knowledge-based system, this re-
quires to trade off expressivity and/or reasoning power against com-
putational feasibility. We will address this question by beginning
with a fully fledged first-order logic of conditional belief, and then
weaken its inference mechanism in order to achieve decidability,
while retaining the expressivity of a first-order language as well as
soundness wrt the fully fledged logic.

Our approach is based on Liu, Lakemeyer, and Levesque’s (hence-
forth LLL) work on limited reasoning [26, 19, 20, 21], where they
address the problem of decidable reasoning in expressive first-order
knowledge bases. They stratify belief in levels: level 0 only contains
the agent’s explicit beliefs; every following level k adds the beliefs
that can be inferred after k case splits, that is, by branching on the
possible truth assignments of k literals.

Two key features distinguish limited reasoning from other ap-
proaches to decidable first-order reasoning such as description logics.
Firstly, no limits are set with regard to first-order expressivity in the
query. Naturally then, soundness and decidability come at the cost
of completeness. Secondly, limited reasoning solves the problem of
logical omniscience [11]. Omniscience means that an agent knows
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all logical consequences of his knowledge, which is obviously not
realistic. LLL avoid omniscience by limiting the number of allowed
case splits; intuitively, this number represents the effort the reasoner
may spend to prove a belief.

Surprisingly perhaps, generalizing LLL’s ideas to the case of con-
ditional belief is far from trivial. The following running example
shall illustrate this.

Example 1 Suppose we expect a guest for dinner. We don’t know
much about her preferred diet yet, but we do have some (somewhat
narrow-minded) beliefs:

• Most Australians are not Italians, and vice versa.

• Australians usually eat kangaroo meat.

• We believe our guest is Italian or a vegetarian, and

if she is not Italian, she presumably is Australian.

• We know that kangaroo is meat, and that vegetarians do not eat
meat.

Given this conditional knowledge base, do we expect our guest to be
a vegetarian in case she is not Italian? Monotonic reasoning would
suggest so: our belief of her being Italian or a vegetarian yields that
she must be a vegetarian if not Italian. But then she also must be
Australian, hence eat kangaroo, and thus be a non-vegetarian – that
is, in a monotonic logic everything is believed if she is not Italian, be-
cause the beliefs are inconsistent with that contingency. Conditional
beliefs do not trap into inconsistency that easily. They detect that the
premise “not Italian” is inconsistent with the most-plausible scenar-
ios, and therefore go on to look for less-plausible scenarios where
the premise holds, and check the consequent in these scenarios. In
our example, we hence believe that if the guest is not Italian, she
presumably is an Australian kangaroo-eater, but not a vegetarian.

It is the consistency test that makes reasoning about conditional
beliefs more involved than normal beliefs. To understand why, we
need some details. An agent’s epistemic state with the contingen-
cies he considers possible can be represented as a system of spheres
[25, 9] as in Figure 1a (page 3). The innermost sphere contains the
most-plausible scenarios, and every outer sphere contains additional
less-plausible scenarios. A conditional “if φ, then presumably ψ” is
believed iff the material implication φ ⊃ ψ holds in the innermost
sphere that is consistent with φ. LLL provide us with a limited se-
mantics of first-order logic which is suitable for checking if φ ⊃ ψ
holds in a given sphere. On the other hand, it is insufficient for the
consistency check: as the semantics is incomplete wrt classical logic,
inconsistencies might go undetected, and wrong beliefs could come
out true. For that reason we devise an additional complete but un-
sound semantics complementary to LLL’s: the former can be used to



soundly determine consistency, and the latter for sound inferences.
Together, they will allow us to develop a logic of limited conditional
belief.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. After a survey of re-
lated work in the next section, we proceed with the technical part. To
start with, we introduce the logic BO for reasoning about conditional
belief; it will serve as a reference point for the following results. Sec-
tion 4 presents a derivative of LLL’s limited semantics of first-order
logic, and introduces a novel unsound but complete semantics. The
stage is then set for the paper’s main contribution in Section 5: a logic
of limited conditional belief called BOL, which is sound wrt BO and
decidable for a large class of knowledge bases and sometimes even
tractable. Then we conclude and discuss future work. While we il-
lustrate all techniques using the above example, we only sketch most
proofs for space reasons. The full proofs can be found in [33].

2 RELATED WORK

There are two principal directions to tackle the problem of decid-
able first-order reasoning: restricting the language or restricting the
inference mechanism. The earliest classes of syntactic fragments of
first-order logic are prefix-vocabulary classes of formulas in prenex
normal form whose symbols are taken from a certain vocabulary and
whose leading quantifier prefix adheres to a specific form. Today, it
is known which prefix-vocabulary classes are decidable and which
are not [4]. Modern work on decidable fragments concerns bounded
variable logics such as the two-variable fragment [37, 28], which
connects first-order logic with propositional modal logic [8] and the
prototypical description logic ALC [29], which in turn has also been
the basis for epistemic description logics [2].

Unlike these syntactic approaches, the direction we take here is
based on restricting the inference mechanism. In other words, in-
stead of exchanging expressivity for decidability as do syntactic frag-
ments of first-order logic and description logics, we aim to trade off
completeness against decidability. The standard tool to give seman-
tics to knowledge and belief are Hintikka-style possible-worlds se-
mantics [10]. Typically they imply omniscience [11], which brings
along undecidability in the first-order case and intractability in the
propositional case. Approaches to solve the omniscience problem in-
clude rather syntactic ones [15, 38, 6] as well as semantic approaches
[22, 30, 16, 17, 5] based on tautological entailment [3, 1]. The for-
mer have the drawback of being very fine-grained and providing only
little guidance as to which beliefs to include and which to leave out.
The semantic approaches based on three- or four-valued semantics,
by contrast, are much closer to the classical possible-worlds seman-
tics, but miss out on many seemingly trivial inferences, such as sim-
ple unit propagation.

LLL’s work on limited belief [26, 19, 20, 21] steers a middle
course between these semantic and syntactic approaches. As we shall
see, their semantics has a somewhat syntactic flavour, yet it is per-
spicuously defined and motivated. Klassen et al. [14] recently pro-
posed a neighbourhood semantics that avoids the syntactic flavour;
however, it is restricted to the propositional case. The closest relative
of our approach among LLL’s work is [20].

Although the omniscience problem and logics of limited belief
have been around for over thirty years, the present paper is, as far
as we know, the first to address the problem in the context of con-
ditional belief. The underlying logic of conditional belief used as a
reference for the limited logic developed in this paper is an extension
of Levesque’s logic of only-knowing [23, 24] to the case of condi-
tional belief. Its semantics is defined in terms of plausibility-ranked

possible worlds.
Lewis [25] was the first to pick up the concept of possible worlds

to semantically characterize conditionals; Grove [9] adopted this
view and popularized it for belief change. The idea is to sequentially
nest sets of possible worlds to obtain a so-called system of spheres.
Intuitively, a system of spheres induces a plausibility ranking on the
worlds: the most plausible worlds are contained in the innermost set,
the second-most plausible worlds in the next set, and so on. Another
popular and equivalent technique are total preorders [12].

Unlike material implications (but like counterfactuals), condi-
tional belief is non-monotonic in the sense that strengthening the an-
tecedent is not valid. The closest relative among the non-monotonic-
reasoning approaches is Pearl’s System Z [31]: it can be shown that
conditional belief and only-believing subsume the non-monotonic 1-
entailment in System Z [33].

As we saw already, evaluating a conditional in a system of spheres
requires a consistency check. A sound consistency check, as neces-
sitated for a sound semantics of conditionals, in turn requires a com-
plete semantics. Relatively little work has been done in this area yet.
Schaerf and Cadoli [32] address both unsound and incomplete infer-
ence, but they apply propositional techniques to restricted fragments
of first-order logic. Recently, other methods of unsound reasoning
have been investigated [27, 7]. However, as these approaches are not
based primarily on subsumption and unit propagation, they do not fit
well with LLL’s techniques. We therefore propose a new complete
semantics to complement LLL’s sound inference.

3 CONDITIONAL BELIEF IN BO
This section introduces the first-order logic of conditional belief BO
[34]. It features two modal operators to represent beliefs, whose se-
mantics is defined through a system of spheres, that is, a sequence of
nested sets of possible worlds.

The language BO is defined as follows. The set of terms is the
least set that contains all first-order variables x and all (standard)
names n ∈ N = {#1, #2, ...}. The set of formulas is the least set of
expressions such that

• P (t1, ..., tj), (t1 = t2), (α ∨ β), ¬α, ∃xα,

• B(φ1 ⇒ ψ1), O{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm}

are formulas, where P is a predicate symbol other than =, ti are
terms, α and β are formulas, and φi and ψi are objective formulas,
that is, φi and ψi mention no B or O operators. P (t1, ..., tj) and
(t1 = t2) are called (non-)equality atoms, respectively. A literal is
an atom a or its negation ¬a. The complement of a literal ` is written
`. A formula is ground when it contains no variables. A sentence
is a formula without free variables. We let ∧, ∀, ⊃, ≡ be the usual
abbreviations, > stand for ∃x(x = x), and ⊥ abbreviate ¬>.

Standard names are special constants that represent all the indi-
viduals in the universe. They allow for a simpler semantics than
the classical Tarskian model theory; in particular, quantification can
be handled by simply substituting standard names. The formula
B(φ ⇒ ψ) intuitively expresses a conditional belief, namely the
belief that if φ is true, then presumably ψ is also true. The formula
O{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm} goes one step further and says that
the conditional beliefs B(φi ⇒ ψi) are all that is believed; every-
thing that is not a consequence of these conditional beliefs is implic-
itly not believed. The concept is called only-believing; it generalizes
Levesque’s only-knowing [23, 24] to the case of conditional beliefs.

Before we give a semantics to this language, let us see how Exam-
ple 1 can be expressed in BO.
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Figure 1. An epistemic state and two approximations. Each ellipse
represents the scenarios considered possible in that sphere.

Example 2 Let A, I, V represent that the guest is Australian, Ital-
ian, a vegetarian, respectively; E(x) that x is among her preferred
diet; M(x) that x is meat; and roo be a standard name representing
kangaroo meat. Then all we believe is

• A⇒ ¬I and I⇒ ¬A;

• A⇒ E(roo);

• > ⇒ I ∨V and ¬I⇒ A;

• ¬M(roo)⇒ ⊥ and ¬∀x(V ∧M(x) ⊃ ¬E(x))⇒ ⊥.

= Γ

(¬φ ⇒ ⊥ expresses indefeasible knowledge of φ.) The question “if
she is not Italian, is she presumably not a vegetarian?” then boils
down to whether OΓ entails B(¬I⇒ ¬V).

To investigate such problems, we define a possible-worlds seman-
tics for BO.

Definition 3 A world is a set of ground non-equality atoms. An epis-
temic state ~e is an infinite sequence of sets of worlds e1, e2, ... such
that e1 ⊆ e2 ⊆ ... and for some p ∈ {1, 2, ...}, ep = ep+1 = ...

Intuitively, a world is a truth assignment of the ground non-
equality atoms, that is, of all P (n1, ..., nj) where the ni are stan-
dard names. An epistemic state stratifies sets of such worlds with
the subset relation. The intuition behind an epistemic state ~e is to
model a system of spheres as discussed in the introduction: e1 con-
tains the most-plausible worlds, e2 adds the second-most-plausible
worlds, and so on. Note that in any epistemic state ~e only finitely
many different sets of worlds are allowed, since the definition re-
quires that ep = ep+1 = ... for some p. (Just as well we could have
defined an epistemic state to be a non-empty finite sequence of su-
persets; the present definition however is often easier to work with.)

Given an epistemic state ~e and a world w, we can define truth of a
sentence α in BO, written ~e, w |= α. We let αxn denote the result of
substituting all free occurrences of x by n. The objective part of the
semantics is defined inductively as follows:

1. ~e, w |= P (n1, ..., nj) iff P (n1, ..., nj) ∈ w;

2. ~e, w |= (n1 = n2) iff n1 and n2 are identical names;

3. ~e, w |= (α ∨ β) iff ~e, w |= α or ~e, w |= β;

4. ~e, w |= ¬α iff ~e, w 6|= α;

5. ~e, w |= ∃xα iff ~e, w |= αxn for some n ∈ N .

To define the semantics of belief, it is convenient to define the plau-
sibility b~e |φc of an objective sentence φ in ~e as the index of the first
sphere consistent with φ:

b~e |φc = min{p | p =∞ or ~e, w |= φ for some w ∈ ep},

where∞ /∈ {1, 2, ...} represents an “undefined” plausibility with the
understanding that p +∞ = ∞ and p < ∞ for all p ∈ {1, 2, ...}.
Then the semantics of beliefs is as follows:

6. ~e, w |= B(φ⇒ ψ) iff for all p ∈ {1, 2, ...},
if p ≤ b~e |φc and w′ ∈ ep, then ~e, w′ |= (φ ⊃ ψ);

7. ~e, w |= O{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm} iff for all p ∈ {1, 2, ...},
w′ ∈ ep iff ~e, w′ |=

∧
i:b~e |φic≥p(φi ⊃ ψi).

Rules 1–5 are straightforward. Notable is perhaps that quantifica-
tion can be handled substitutionally thanks to standard names. The
most interesting rules are the ones for belief, of course. According to
Rule 6, B(φ ⇒ ψ) holds iff φ ⊃ ψ is true in the innermost sphere
consistent with φ. Only-believing O{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm} has
the effect of B(φi ⇒ ψi) plus maximizing every sphere: it requires
the sphere ep to contain all worlds that satisfy all (φi ⊃ ψi) for
which b~e |φic ≥ p.

When ~e, w |= α for all ~e (or w), we allow ourselves to omit ~e
(or w, respectively). As usual, we use the symbol |= also to denote
entailment. In particular, OΓ |= B(φ⇒ ψ) is to say that for all ~e, if
~e |= OΓ, then ~e |= B(φ⇒ ψ).

The fundamental property of only-believing is that it uniquely de-
termines the epistemic state.

Theorem 4 There is a unique epistemic state ~e such that
~e |= O{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm}.

In fact, ~e can be generated inductively: when spheres e1, ..., ep−1

are determined, we can decide whether b~e |φic ≥ p for every i, and
thus determine the next sphere ep using the right-hand side of Rule 7.
A proof of the theorem and this construction can be found in [34];
here, we illustrate the process by continuing Example 2 instead.

Example 5 The first sphere e1 of ~e such that ~e |= OΓ contains all
worlds that satisfy all materialized conditionals from Γ:

e1 = {w | w |= (¬A ∨ ¬I) ∧ (¬A ∨ E(roo)) ∧
(I ∨V) ∧ (I ∨A) ∧ µ}

where µ = M(roo) ∧ ∀x(V ∧ M(x) ⊃ ¬E(x)) represents our
knowledge about meat and vegetarians.

For the next sphere, we need to figure out the plausibilities b~e |φc
for the conditionals φ ⇒ ψ ∈ Γ. To begin with, we need to answer
if b~e |Ac ≥ 2, that is, if e1 is inconsistent with A. To this end, we
can split on V: from V we obtain ¬E(roo) (by µ) and thus ¬A;
on the other hand, from ¬V we infer I and thus ¬A; so indeed e1
is inconsistent with A, that is, b~e |Ac ≥ 2. By the same argument,
b~e | ¬Ic ≥ 2. It is moreover easy to see that e1 is consistent and
thus b~e | Ic = b~e | >c = 1. Hence the conditionals A ⇒ ¬I, A ⇒
E(roo), ¬I ⇒ A, plus the knowledge about meat and vegetarians
determine the second sphere:

e2 = {w | w |= (¬A∨¬I)∧ (¬A∨E(roo))∧ (I∨A)∧µ}.

Again we need to check which premises are consistent with e2,
and only the remaining conditionals determine the next sphere e3. It
is easy to see that b~e |Ac = b~e | ¬Ic = 2, so for the third and last
sphere:

e3 = {w | w |= µ}.

Since ~e is the unique model of OΓ in BO, it determines our be-
liefs. For example, OΓ |= B(¬I ⇒ ¬V) since b~e | ¬Ic = 2 and
w |= ¬I ⊃ ¬V for all w ∈ e2.

Now, how could a limited, decidable version of BO look like? As
for B(φ ⇒ ψ), we sketched the idea in the introduction already:
approximate the plausibility of φ from above, and then use sound
inference to check whether that sphere satisfies φ ⊃ ψ. Even if the



|= satisfaction and entailment in BO
|•◦≈ satisfaction in sound first-order semantics

|•◦≈ satisfaction in complete first-order semantics

|≈ satisfaction and entailment in BOL

Table 1. The zoo of turnstile symbols used in the paper.

plausibility approximation leads to a too-far-out sphere, this is sound
because what can be inferred from an outer sphere can also be in-
ferred from any inner sphere. But another problem is how to approx-
imate the model of O{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm}. Example 5 shows
that determining this epistemic state ~e is not trivial, as reasoning is
necessary to figure out which beliefs are more plausible than others,
that is, which plausibilities are ≥ p to determine the pth sphere. Our
approximation of ~e will be based on a lower and an upper bound
of the plausibilities of φi. As long as both bounds agree for every i
on whether the plausibility of φi is ≥ p, we can faithfully represent
the pth sphere in the approximation. Once the bounds are inconsis-
tent, though, it is not clear which conditionals shall determine the pth
sphere of the approximation, and hence we skip to the final sphere,
which represents at least those scenarios contained in the last sphere
of ~e. Two such approximated epistemic states are depicted in Fig-
ure 1: in Figure 1b the bounds are inconsistent already for the sec-
ond sphere; Figure 1c faithfully represents the first two spheres, but
is pessimistic about the outermost ones, that is, considers too many
scenarios. It is important that the last sphere of the approximation
must not be optimistic, for otherwise it might satisfy formulas that
the last sphere of ~e does not.

4 LIMITED OBJECTIVE REASONING

Here we introduce a sound but incomplete and another complete but
unsound semantics for objective formulas. As argued before, they
will lay the groundwork for BOL, the limited version of BO. Before
we elaborate on what is meant by soundness and completeness, we
define some fundamentals.

Definition 6 A clause is a set of literals [`1, ..., `k] (we use square
brackets to ease readability). The empty clause is written as [ ]. Every
non-empty clause corresponds to the disjunction (`1 ∨ ...∨ `k) (with
arbitrary brackets and order). A setup is a set of ground clauses.

As in [26, 19, 20, 21], setups are the primitives of our limited se-
mantics. Just like a set of possible worlds, a setup represents possibly
incomplete or disjunctive information. The semantics |•◦≈ and |•◦≈ are
sound and complete, respectively, in the following sense:

• whenever a setup s satisfies φ in the sound semantics |•◦≈, s clas-
sically entails φ, that is, every world that satisfies all c ∈ s also
satisfies φ in unlimited first-order logic;

• whenever a setup s classically entails φ, s satisfies φ in the com-
plete semantics |•◦≈.

Inference in both semantics is based on unit propagation and sub-
sumption. For example, if [A, I] and [¬I] are in the setup, then [A] is
inferred by unit propagation, and [A,V] follows by subsumption.

Definition 7 For a setup s, we write s− to remove all subsumed
clauses, s+ to add all subsumed clauses, and UP(s) to close s to-

gether with all valid equality literals under unit propagation:

s− = {c ∈ s | for all c′ ( c, c′ /∈ s};
s+ = {c | for some c′ ⊆ c, c′ ∈ s};
EQ = {[(n = n)], [(n 6= n′)] | distinct n, n′ ∈ N};
UP(s) = closure of EQ ∪ s under unit propagation.

We also write UP−(s) for UP(s)−, and UP+(s) for UP(s)+.

The following lemma states the equivalence of s, s−, s+, UP(s).

Lemma 8 For any world w and setup s,

i. w |= c for all c ∈ s iff

ii. w |= c for all c ∈ s− iff

iii. w |= c for all c ∈ s+ iff

iv. w |= c for all c ∈ UP(s).

Proof. Showing the equivalence of (i)–(iii) is straightforward. Here
we only show that (i) iff (iv). The if direction is immediate. For the
converse, suppose (i) holds and let c ∈ UP(s). The proof is by in-
duction on the length of the derivation of c. For the base case let
c ∈ EQ ∪ s. If c ∈ EQ, then clearly w |= c. If c ∈ s, then w |= c
by assumption. For the induction step suppose c ∈ UP(s) is the re-
solvent of c ∪ [`], [`] ∈ UP(s). By induction, w |= c ∨ ` and w |= `.
Thus w |= c.

4.1 Sound but incomplete semantics
We are now ready to define the first satisfaction relation: s, k |•◦≈ φ for
a setup s, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, and an objective sentence φ. Intuitively,
k indicates how much effort is put into proving that φ is true in s.
The idea is that at level k = 0, only obvious inferences can be made,
that is, only what is subsumed by the setup s comes out true. At
every higher split level k > 0, the reasoner may pick a literal ` and
consider the cases where the unit clauses [`] and [`] are added to the
setup. When ` is chosen smartly, this may set off unit propagation
and lead to new inferences.

We define the sound semantics as follows:

1. s, k + 1 |•◦≈ φ iff s ∪ {[`]}, k |•◦≈ φ and s ∪ {[`]}, k |•◦≈ φ for
some ground literal `;

2. if c is a clause:
s, 0 |•◦≈ c iff c ∈ UP+(s);

3. if (φ ∨ ψ) is not a clause:
s, 0 |•◦≈ (φ ∨ ψ) iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φ or s, 0 |•◦≈ ψ;

4. s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬(φ ∨ ψ) iff s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬φ and s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬ψ;

5. s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬¬φ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φ;

6. s, 0 |•◦≈ ∃xφ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φxn for some n ∈ N ;

7. s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬∃xφ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬φxn for all n ∈ N .

Let us first illustrate how the definition works by way of our run-
ning example.

Example 9 Let sµ = {[M(roo)], [¬M(n),¬E(n),¬V] | n ∈ N}
and s1 = {[¬A,¬I], [¬A,E(roo)], [I,V], [I,A]} ∪ sµ. This setup
corresponds to the first sphere e1 from Example 5. There we argued
that it is inconsistent with A. To obtain the same result in this limited
semantics, that is, s1, k |•◦≈ ¬A, one split is needed, that is, k ≥ 1:
clearly, [¬A] /∈ UP+(s1); but adding [V] to s1 triggers unit prop-
agation that first yields [¬M(roo),¬E(roo)], then [¬E(roo)], and



then [¬A]; on the other hand, adding [¬V] yields [I] and then again
[¬A]. Hence, s1, k |•◦≈ ¬A iff k ≥ 1. Analogously we can argue that
s1, k |•◦≈ I iff k ≥ 1.

The following theorem establishes the aforementioned soundness
of |•◦≈ wrt classical logic. We write s |= φ to say that w |= φ for all w
with w |= c for all c ∈ s.
Theorem 10 If s, k |•◦≈ φ, then s |= φ.

Proof. By induction on k. We show the base case k = 0 by subin-
duction on |φ|. For any clause, s, 0 |•◦≈ c iff c ∈ UP+(s) only if
UP+(s) |= c iff (by Lemma 8) s |= c. The other subinduction cases
are trivial; for example, for an existential, s, 0 |•◦≈ ∃xφ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φxn
for some n ∈ N only if (by subinduction) s |= φxn for some n ∈ N
only if s |= ∃xφ.

For the main induction step suppose the lemma holds for k and
that s, k + 1 |•◦≈ φ. Suppose w |= c for all c ∈ s. By the Rule 1,
s ∪ {[`]}, k |•◦≈ φ and s ∪ {[`]}, k |•◦≈ φ for some `. By induction,
s ∪ {[`]} |= φ and s ∪ {[`]} |= φ. Therefore, since either w |= ` or
w |= `, we have w |= φ. Hence s |= φ.

Another interesting property is the following so-called eventual
completeness for propositional formulas.

Theorem 11 Let s be finite and φ be propositional.
Then s, k |•◦≈ φ for some k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} iff s |= φ.

Proof sketch. The only-if direction follows from Theorem 10. Con-
versely, let k be at least the number of atoms in s and φ. Then we can
split them all, which corresponds to testing all truth assignments for
these atoms.

We remark that |•◦≈ is a slightly restricted version of the semantics
in [20] to ease the presentation. The main cost of our simplification
is that we lose eventual completeness for formulas ∀~xφ where φ is
quantifier-free.

4.2 Complete but unsound semantics

Next, we turn to the complete but unsound semantics |•◦≈. In the com-
plete semantics, it is often more intuitive to consider the task of
disproving that s satisfies φ, that is, s, l •◦6|≈ φ where l ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}.
Here l specifies the reasoning effort similar to the split levels k be-
fore. In s, k |•◦≈ φ one (roughly) shows that for some atoms, φ obvi-
ously comes out true in s under any truth assignment of these atoms
(where “obvious” means after unit propagation and subsumption).
By contrast, the objective for s, l •◦6|≈ φ is to show that s can be aug-
mented with l literals so the resulting setup obviously disproves φ.

In particular, this requires to detect whether the setup might be
inconsistent, because only a consistent setup can disprove φ. For that,
we use a very simple heuristic: whenever the setup mentions some
literal both positively and negatively after removing all subsumed
clauses, it is deemed possibly-inconsistent. While this heuristic is of
course not sophisticated, the idea is to compensate for its naivete by
increasing l, that is, by more reasoning effort.

Definition 12 We write XP(s) to close the set of all literals that
occur in UP−(s) under unit propagation, gnd(c) for the set of ground
instances of c, and s ⊗ ` to augment s with all ground instances of
[`] which are not obviously inconsistent with s:

XP(s) = UP({[`] | ` ∈ c for some c ∈ UP−(s)});

gnd(c) = {c~x~n | ~x are the free variables of c, ni ∈ N};

s⊗ ` = s ∪ {[`~x~n] ∈ gnd([`]) | [` ~x~n] /∈ UP+(s)}.

The rationale behind s ⊗ ` is that often a setup may contain
infinitely many instances of some clause, and we want to trig-
ger unit propagation for all of them. For example, when s =
{[¬P (#1)], [¬P (n), Q(n)] | n ∈ N}, then s ⊗ P (x) augments s
with the instances P (n) for all n 6= #1. With unit propagation we
can then infer Q(n) for all n 6= #1, but we avoid the empty clause.

XP(s) simply serves our simple heuristic to check whether a setup
might be inconsistent: it takes all literals from UP−(s) and closes
them under unit resolution. The next lemma is therefore no surprise.

Lemma 13 If [ ] /∈ XP(s), then for some w, for all c ∈ s, w |= c.

Proof. Let [ ] /∈ XP(s) and let w |= ` iff [`] ∈ XP(s), which exists
as [`] /∈ XP(s) or [`] /∈ XP(s). By subsumption, w |= c for all
c ∈ UP−(s). By Lemma 8, w |= c for all c ∈ s.

For a setup s, effort l ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, and an objective sentence φ,
the complete satisfaction relation s, l |•◦≈ φ is defined inductively:

1. s, l + 1 |•◦≈ φ iff s⊗ `, l |•◦≈ φ for all literals `;

2. if c is a clause:
s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬c iff [ ] ∈ XP(s) or c /∈ UP+(s);

3. s, 0 |•◦≈ (φ ∨ ψ) iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φ or s, 0 |•◦≈ ψ;

4. if (φ ∨ ψ) is not a clause:
s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬(φ ∨ ψ) iff s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬φ and s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬ψ;

5. s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬¬φ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φ;

6. s, 0 |•◦≈ ∃xφ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ φxn for some n ∈ N ;

7. s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬∃xφ iff s, 0 |•◦≈ ¬φxn for all n ∈ N .

The main differences between |•◦≈ and |•◦≈ are Rules 1 and 2. It may
be more intuitive to read the definition of |•◦≈ from the perspective
disproving. According to Rule 1 s, l + 1 •◦6|≈ φ means that we may
pick some literal ` and show s ⊗ `, l •◦6|≈ φ. And Rule 2 says that
s, 0 •◦6|≈ ¬c when the setup is certainly consistent (since [ ] /∈ XP(s))
but satisfies c (since c ∈ UP(s)). We illustrate this with our example.

Example 14 Consider s1 from Example 9, and let us see whether
it is consistent with I, that is, s1, l •◦6|≈ ¬I for certain l. For l = 0,
note that UP−(s1) mentions I and ¬I in clauses, so [ ] ∈ XP(s1), and
thus s1, 0 |•◦≈ ¬I. For l ≥ 1, however, we are allowed to add some
literal to s1 so as to build a countermodel that clearly disproves ¬I.
Indeed, adding, for example, [¬A] does the job: UP−(s1 ⊗ ¬A) =
{[¬A], [I]} ∪ {[M(roo)], [¬E(roo),¬V], [¬M(n),¬E(n),¬V] |
n ∈ N \ {roo}} ∪ EQ is obviously consistent, that is, [ ] /∈ XP(s1),
and moreover [I] ∈ UP+(s1 ⊗ ¬A). So by adding ¬A, we have
shown that s1 can falsify ¬I. Thus, s1, l •◦6|≈ ¬I iff l ≥ 1.

The following theorem is the completeness result for |•◦≈.

Theorem 15 If s |= φ, then s, l |•◦≈ φ.

Proof. By contraposition and by induction on l. For the base case
let l = 0 and suppose s, 0 •◦6|≈ φ. Then clearly [ ] /∈ XP(s), so by
Lemma 13, there is a w such that w |= c for all c ∈ s (*). We
show that w 6|= φ by subinduction on |φ|. For any negated clause,
s, 0 •◦6|≈ ¬c iff [ ] /∈ XP(s) and c ∈ UP+(s) only if (by (*) and
Lemma 8)w |= c iffw 6|= ¬c. Very similarly, for any literal, s, 0 •◦6|≈ `
iff s, 0 •◦6|≈ ¬` only if (by the same argument as for negated clauses)
w 6|= ¬` iffw 6|= `. We omit the other cases; they are straightforward.

For the main induction step suppose the lemma holds for l and that
s, l+1 •◦6|≈ φ. Then s⊗ `, l •◦6|≈ φ for some `. By induction, s⊗ ` 6|= φ.
By monotonicity, s 6|= φ.

Just like |•◦≈ is eventually complete for the propositional case, |•◦≈
is eventually sound, that is, all invalid inferences can be detected for
large enough l.



Theorem 16 Let s be finite and φ be propositional.
Then s, l •◦6|≈ φ for some l ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} iff s 6|= φ.

Proof sketch. The only-if direction follows from Theorem 15. Con-
versely, when l is at least the number of atoms in s and φ, they can all
be set to the same value as in a world that satisfies s but not φ.

5 LIMITED CONDITIONAL BELIEF IN BOL
We are finally ready for BOL, the logic of limited conditional belief.
The language is the same as for BO, except that the belief operators
Bl
k and Ol

k are now decorated with k, l ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} to indicate the
reasoning effort, and for simplicity we disallow predicates outside of
belief modalities.

Definition 17 A limited epistemic state ~s is an infinite sequence of
setups s1, s2, ... such that UP+(s1) ⊇ UP+(s2) ⊇ ... and for some
p ∈ {1, 2, ...}, UP+(sp) = UP+(sp+1) = ...

The idea behind limited epistemic states is the same as for unlim-
ited epistemic states, except that in the limited case every sphere is
represented as a setup instead of a set of worlds.

Recall that the plausibility of a formula is the index of the first
sphere consistent with that formula. With the limited satisfaction re-
lations from the previous section, we can approximate this notion of
plausibility from below and above:

b~s, k |•◦ φc = min{p | p =∞ or sp, k •◦6|≈ ¬φ};
b~s, l |•◦ φc = min{p | p =∞ or sp, l •◦6|≈ ¬φ}.

It is easy to see that increasing the effort does not impair the qual-
ity of these the approximations, as stated in the next lemma.

Lemma 18 b~s, k |•◦φc≤ b~s, k+ 1 |•◦φc≤ b~s, l+ 1 |•◦φc≤ b~s, l |•◦φc.
Proof. For the first inequality, it is easy to see that sp, k + 1 •◦6|≈ ¬φ
implies sp, k •◦6|≈ ¬φ. Similarly for the third inequality, sp, l •◦6|≈ ¬φ
implies sp, l+1 •◦6|≈ ¬φ. For the remaining one, if sp, l+1 •◦6|≈ ¬φ, then
sp 6|= ¬φ by Theorem 15, and so s, k+1 •◦6|≈ ¬φ by Theorem 10.

These approximations are key to the semantics of BOL. Recall
that in BO the semantics of conditional belief is that the plausibility
of the antecedent denotes the sphere in which the material implica-
tion of antecedent and consequent should be evaluated. And for only-
believing in BO the pth sphere of the epistemic state is determined
by those conditionals whose antecedent have a plausibility ≥ p.

In limited reasoning, we only have the approximate plausibilities.
For limited conditional belief Bl

k(φ ⇒ ψ) the idea is therefore to
approximate the plausibility of the φ from above. And for limited
only-believing Ol

k{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm} we shall build up the
corresponding limited epistemic state only as long as the approxima-
tions from below and above are consistent: we say a limited epis-
temic state ~s is lk-plausibility-consistent at p ∈ {1, 2, ...} iff for all
i ∈ {1, ...,m}, b~s, k |•◦ φic ≥ p iff b~s, l |•◦ φic ≥ p.

Moreover, in analogy to how only-believing in BO maximizes ev-
ery set of world of the epistemic state, we here need to minimize the
setups in order to maximize the agent’s non-beliefs. We say a setup
s is minimal wrt s, k |•◦≈ φ iff s, k |•◦≈ φ and there is no s′ such that
UP+(s′) ( UP+(s) and s′, k |•◦≈ φ. Finally, we let NF[υ] stand for
the prenex negation normal form of υ.

Truth of a sentence α in a limited epistemic state ~s, written ~s |≈ α,
is now defined inductively:

1. ~s |≈ (α ∨ β) iff ~s |≈ α or ~s |≈ β;

2. ~s |≈ ¬α iff ~s 6|≈ α;

3. ~s |≈ ∃xα iff ~s |≈ αxn for some name n;

4. ~s |≈ Bl
k(φ⇒ ψ) iff for all p ∈ {1, 2, ...},

if p ≤ b~s, l |•◦ φc, then sp, k |•◦≈ (φ ⊃ ψ);

5. ~s |≈ Ol
k{φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm} iff

for some limited epistemic state~s ′, and for all p∈{1, 2, ...},
– s′p is minimal wrt s′p, 0 |•◦≈

∧
i:b~s ′,k |•◦φic≥p NF[(φi ⊃ ψi)];

– sp =

{
s′p if ~s ′ is lk-plausibility-consistent at 1, ..., p;
s′p� otherwise;

where p� is such that UP+(sp�)=UP+(sp′) for all p′≥p�.

As usual and as in BO, the symbol |≈ is also used to denote entail-
ment.

Rule 4 approximates the plausibility of φ from above, which
avoids too-plausible spheres inconsistent with φ, and then applies
sound inference. That way, Bl

k is a conservative variant of BO’s con-
ditional belief operator.

The same spirit is behind Rule 5. The intuition is to build up the
system of spheres as long as the lower and upper bound of all plau-
sibilities are consistent. Once they are not, it is unclear how the next
sphere should look like, so we skip to the “last” one, s′p� . That last
sphere is determined by conditionals which (mutually) contradict
their premises, so there is no scenario where any of them could be
true. The parameters k and l determine how much effort is put into
checking the plausibility-consistency. Note that there may be condi-
tionals φi ⇒ ψi with unsatisfiable antecedents which do not occur
in the last sphere. This is because we only take those conditionals
whose antecedents can been proved unsatisfiable by sound reasoning
(with effort k). If we used complete instead of sound reasoning here,
the outermost sphere could end up being too strong and then yield
false beliefs. Figure 1 illustrates such approximations.

Before we illustrate how the semantics works, we show a unique-
model property for a certain type of knowledge base.

5.1 Proper+ knowledge bases
The class of knowledge bases we are chiefly interested in is called
proper+ [18]. Essentially, it requires clausal form and disallows exis-
tential quantifiers.

Definition 19 A sentence π is proper+ when π is of the form∧
j ∀~xcj for clauses cj . Then we let gnd(π) =

⋃
j gnd(cj). A set

of conditionals Γ = {φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm} is proper+ when∧
1≤i≤m NF[(φi ⊃ ψi)] is proper+.

Bringing (φi ⊃ ψi) into prenex negation normal form has the
benefit many conditionals are proper+ which otherwise wouldn’t. For
example, (P ∧Q ⊃ R), which is just an abbreviation for ¬¬(¬P ∨
¬Q) ∨ R is not proper+, but eliminating the double negation does
the job already. Incidentally, this is also the reason why NF occurs in
Rule 5.

For the remainder of this paper we let π and Γ be proper+. Proper+

knowledge bases have been shown to have attractive properties for
limited belief [26, 19, 20, 21], and as we shall see these qualities
also hold for conditional belief. Above all, the unique-model prop-
erty from Theorem 4 carries over to limited belief.

Theorem 20 There is a unique (modulo UP+) limited epistemic state
~s such that ~s |≈ Ol

kΓ, that is, for all ~s ′ such that ~s ′ |≈ Ol
kΓ and for

all p ∈ {1, 2, ...}, UP+(sp) = UP+(s′p).

Proof sketch. The crucial lemma is that for every proper+ π, s is
minimal wrt s, 0 |•◦≈ π iff UP+(s) = UP+(gnd(π)), proven in [19].



With that result, the theorem can be shown by the same argument
used to prove the unique-model property in BO [34].

Finally, here is the kangaroo example with limited belief.

Example 21 Note that Γ from Example 2 is proper+. Let k = 1 and
l = 1, and let s1 and sµ be as in Example 9. Then s1 is the first
sphere of ~s |≈ Ol

kΓ. To determine the next sphere, we first need to
see whether ~s is kl -plausibility-consistent at 2, that is, b~s, k |•◦ φc ≥ 2
iff b~s, l |•◦ φc ≥ 2 for all φ ⇒ ψ ∈ Γ. We can reuse our results from
Examples 9 and 14. For example, we have shown in Example 14 that
s1, l

•◦6|≈ ¬I, so we have b~s, l |•◦ Ic = 1. Similarly, in Example 9 we
have shown s1, k |•◦≈ ¬A, so b~s, k |•◦ Ac ≥ 2. That way and with
Lemma 18, we obtain

• b~s, k |•◦ Ic = 1 and b~s, l |•◦ Ic = 1;

• b~s, k |•◦ Ac ≥ 2 and b~s, l |•◦ Ac ≥ 2;

• b~s, k |•◦ >c = 1 and b~s, l |•◦ >c = 1;

• b~s, k |•◦ ¬Ic ≥ 2 and b~s, l |•◦ ¬Ic ≥ 2.

The plausibilities of the last two conditionals in Example 2 are omit-
ted, as they are vacuously ∞. Hence, ~s is kl -plausibility-consistent
at 2. The conditionals with plausibility ≥ 2 determine the second
sphere, so we obtain

UP+(s2) = UP+({[¬A,¬I], [¬A,E(roo)], [I,A]} ∪ sµ).

It is easy to see that b~s, k |•◦ Ac = b~s, k |•◦ ¬Ic = 2. Moreover
b~s, l |•◦ Ac = b~s, l |•◦ ¬Ic = 2 can be shown by adding A to the setup.
So for the final sphere s3 we have

UP+(s3) = UP+(sµ).

By Theorem 20, ~s is the unique model of Ol
kΓ, so we can now prove

Ol
kΓ |≈ Bl′

k′(¬I⇒ ¬V) for k′ = 1, l′ = 1: since b~s, l′ |•◦ ¬Ic = 2,
we only need to show s2, k

′ |•◦≈ I ∨ ¬V, which is easy by splitting I.
Note that for k = 0 or l = 0, the model of Ol

kΓ would have con-
sisted of s1 followed immediately by sµ, because of lk-plausibility-
inconsistency at 2. In this case, no k′ or l′ would have been large
enough to show Bl′

k′(φ⇒ ψ).

In this example, we let k = l = k′ = l′ = 1. It is easy to see
that the entailment in fact holds for arbitrary k ≥ 1, l ≥ 1, k′ ≥ 1,
l′ ≥ 1. It is no surprise that increasing the effort retains the beliefs in
general, that is, effort behaves monotonically.

Theorem 22 Suppose Ol
kΓ |≈ Bl′

k′(φ⇒ ψ).
Then Ol̃

k̃
Γ |≈ Bl̃′

k̃′(φ⇒ ψ) for all k̃ ≥ k, l̃ ≥ l, k̃′ ≥ k′, l̃′ ≥ l.
Proof sketch. Suppose ~e |= OΓ, ~s |≈ Ol

kΓ, and ~s ′ |≈ Ol̃
k̃
Γ. The

key argument is that ~s ′ is at least as faithful to ~e as ~s is (cf. Figure 1).
This is proven by inductions on k̃ and l̃ using Lemma 18. It is then
easy to see that ~s ′ entails at least the beliefs that ~s does. Again using
Lemma 18, we can then show that beliefs proved with effort k′, l′

can also be proved for k̃′, l̃′.

More important perhaps is the question whether BOL is sound wrt
its archetype BO. Indeed this is the case for belief implications with
proper+ knowledge bases, as expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 23 If Ol
kΓ |≈ Bl′

k′(φ⇒ ψ), then OΓ |= B(φ⇒ ψ).

Proof sketch. By Theorem 20, there is a unique (modulo UP+) ~s
such that ~s |≈ Ol

kΓ. All spheres but its last one faithfully match the
corresponding spheres of the unique ~e such that ~e |= OΓ, and the
final sphere of ~s is weaker than the last sphere of ~e (cf. Figure 1), so
everything that can be inferred from a sphere of ~s by sound inference

can also be inferred from ~e. It is then easy to show that b~e |φc ≤
b~s, l′ |•◦ φc. Since sound inference is applied to prove (φ ⊃ ψ), the
claim follows.

5.2 Decidability of belief implications

Finally, we investigate computational questions of belief implica-
tions Ol

kΓ |≈ Bl′
k′(φ ⇒ ψ). We shall see that the problem is de-

cidable for proper+ knowledge bases, and in the propositional case
even tractable for fixed effort.

The fundamental idea behind the decidability result is that stan-
dard names that do not occur in the knowledge base or query cannot
be distinguished. Hence we only need to consider a finite number
of them: those from the knowledge base and query, plus a few more
(their number is bounded by the number of quantifiers and maximum
arity in the knowledge base and query). We first present decision pro-
cedures S and C for |•◦≈ and |•◦≈, and finally the procedure B for belief
implications.

Again we let π and Γ be proper+.

Definition 24 We let N(π, φ, j) contain all names that occur in the
formulas π or φ plus (j + 1) · max{|π|w, |φ|w} additional names,
where |υ|w is the maximum of the largest number of free variables in
any subformula of υ and the highest arity in υ. For any set of names
N , we let gndN (φ) and s ⊗N ` be as gnd(φ) and s ⊗ ` except that
the grounding is restricted to the names in N .

As sketched above, to decide gnd(π), k |•◦≈ φ it suffices to consider
only names from N(π, φ, k) for grounding, quantification, and split-
ting, and it is moreover easy to see that only literals whose symbols
occur in π or φ need to be considered. These ideas lead to the proce-
dure S[N, s, k, φ] ∈ {0, 1} with the following inductive definition:

• S[N, s, k + 1, φ] = 1 iff
S[N, s ∪ {[`]}, k, φ] = S[N, s ∪ {[`]}, k, φ] = 1 for some
ground literal ` whose symbol occurs in s or φ and whose
names are from N ;

• if c is a clause:
S[N, s, 0, c] = 1 iff c ∈ UP+(s);

• if (φ ∨ ψ) is not a clause:
S[N, s, 0, (φ ∨ ψ)] = max{S[N, s, 0, φ], S[N, s, 0, ψ]};

• S[N, s, 0,¬(φ∨ψ)] =min{S[N, s, 0,¬φ], S[N, s, 0,¬ψ]};
• S[N, s, 0,¬¬φ] = S[N, s, 0, φ];

• S[N, s, 0, ∃xφ] = max{S[N, s, 0, φxn] | n ∈ N};
• S[N, s, 0,¬∃xφ] = min{S[N, s, 0,¬φxn] | n ∈ N}.

The following theorem says that S is a decision procedure for
gnd(π), k |•◦≈ φ.

Theorem 25 gnd(π), k |•◦≈ φ iff S[N, gndN (π), k, φ] = 1 where
N = N(π, φ, k).

Proof sketch. The key tool to show the theorem are bijections be-
tween standard names that leave the names from π and φ unchanged
but possibly swap any other names. For any clause c that mentions no
more than max{|π|w, |φ|w} names that do not occur in π or φ, and
a bijection ∗ that swaps these names with the additional names in N ,
it can be shown that c ∈ UP+(gnd(π)) iff c∗ ∈ UP+(gndN (π)); this
basically allows us to restrict grounding of π to N . Similarly, it can
be shown that quantification and splitting can be restricted to names
from N . Finally it is intuitively immediate that splitting only literals
whose symbols occur in π or φ can generate new inferences.



Corollary 26 gnd(π), k |•◦≈ φ is decidable. In the propositional case,
the time complexity is O((|π|+ k)k+1 · |φ|k+1 · 2k).

In a very similar fashion we can design a decision procedure for
gnd(π), l |•◦≈ φ. For analogous reasons as in |•◦≈, it suffices to con-
sider only names from N(π, φ, l) and to augment the setup only
with literals whose symbols occur in π or φ. The resulting procedure
C[N, s, l, φ] ∈ {0, 1} is defined inductively as follows:

• C[N, s, l+1, φ] = 1 iff C[N, s⊗N `, l, φ] = 1 for all (including
non-ground) literals `whose symbols occur in s or φ and whose
names are from N ;

• if ` is a positive literal:
C[N, s, 0, `] = C[N, s, 0,¬`];

• if c is a clause:
C[N, s, 0,¬c] = 1 iff [ ] ∈ XP(s) or c /∈ UP+(s);

• C[N, s, 0, (φ ∨ ψ)] = max{C[N, s, 0, φ],C[N, s, 0, ψ]};
• if (φ ∨ ψ) is not a clause:

C[N, s, 0,¬(φ∨ψ)] =min{C[N, s, 0,¬φ],C[N, s, 0,¬ψ]};
• if ¬φ is not a clause:

C[N, s, 0,¬¬φ] = C[N, s, 0, φ];

• C[N, s, 0, ∃xφ] = max{C[N, s, 0, φxn] | n ∈ N};
• C[N, s, 0,¬∃xφ] = min{C[N, s, 0,¬φxn] | n ∈ N}.

For similar reasons as for S and |•◦≈, we can show that C is a deci-
sion procedure for gnd(π), l |•◦≈ φ.

Theorem 27 gnd(π), l |•◦≈ φ iff C[N, gndN (π), l, φ] = 1 where
N = N(π, φ, l).

Corollary 28 gnd(π), l |•◦≈ φ are decidable. In the propositional
case, the time complexity is O((|π|+ l)l+1 · |φ|l+1).

So far we have established that reasoning in |•◦≈ and |•◦≈ is decidable
for proper+ knowledge bases, and that it is tractable for given effort
in the propositional case.

With these decision procedures for the objective limited semantics,
it is easy to translate BOL’s semantic rules for conditional belief and
only-believing to a decision procedure for limited belief implications
Ol
kΓ |≈ Bl′

k′(φ⇒ ψ) for proper+ Γ = {φ1 ⇒ ψ1, ..., φm ⇒ ψm}.
The steps of the procedure B[N, k, l, k′, l′,Γ, φ, ψ] ∈ {0, 1} are as
follows:

• let s′1, ..., s′m+1 be such that

s′p = gndN (
∧
i:p=1 or S[N,s′p−1,k,¬φi]=1 NF[(φi ⊃ ψi)]);

• let p? = max{p ∈ {1, ...,m} | for some i ∈ {1, ...,m},
max{S[N, s′p′ , k,¬φi] | p′ < p} =
max{C[N, s′p′ , l,¬φi] | p′ < p}};

• let (s1, ..., sp? , sp?+1) = (s′1, ..., s
′
p? , s

′
m+1);

• let p∗ = min{p | C[N, l′, sp,¬φ] = 0 or p = p? + 1};
• return S[N, k′, sp∗ , (φ ⊃ ψ)].

Theorem 29 Ol
kΓ |≈ Bl′

k′(φ⇒ ψ) iff B[N, k, l, k′, l′,Γ, φ, ψ] = 1
where N = N(

∧
i NF[(φi ⊃ ψi)], (φ ⊃ ψ),max{k, l, k′, l′}).

Proof sketch. The setups s′1, ..., s′m+1 in B correspond to ~s ′ in Rule 5
of BOL’s semantics, for it is sufficient to consider only m+ 1 many
setups, since the number of different setups in ~s ′ can be shown to be
bounded by m+ 1. Then s′p? is the last sphere that is lk-plausibility-
consistent wrt Γ, and therefore s1, ..., sp?+1 in B correspond to ~s in
Rule 5. Finally p∗ is denotes the approximated plausibility of φ, and
the last line evaluates (φ ⊃ ψ) in that sphere.

Corollary 30 Ol
kΓ |≈ Bl′

k′(φ⇒ ψ) is decidable. For propositional
Γ and φ, the time complexity is
O(m2 ·(‖Γ‖+j)2·(j+1)+m ·(‖Γ‖+j′)j+1 · |(φ ⊃ ψ)|j

′+1), where
j = max{k, l}, j′ = max{k′, l′}, and ‖Γ‖ = |

∧
i(φi ⊃ ψi)|.

Note that the time complexity is exponential only in the effort
parameters. For fixed effort, propositional limited belief is hence
tractable.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a logic of limited conditional belief. It is shown
that reasoning in proper+ knowledge bases is decidable, and even
tractable in the propositional case. This is achieved by limiting the
effort to be spend on the reasoning task, thereby avoiding logical
omniscience while retaining the first-order expressivity in the query.
Generalizing LLL’s framework of limited reasoning to conditional
belief turned out to be surprisingly complicated. This is chiefly due
to the prominent role of plausibilities in conditional belief.

Semantically a conditional knowledge base can be uniquely repre-
sented by a system of spheres; inference then boils down to model-
checking. However, as it is undecidable in general which system
of spheres corresponds to the knowledge base, in limited reasoning
the best we can do is work with an approximation of the system of
spheres. By approximating the plausibilities of formulas from be-
low and above, we came up with an approximative system whose
first spheres faithfully represent the unlimited spheres, and whose
last sphere conservatively approximates the outermost sphere of the
unlimited system. Given such an approximative system of spheres for
a conditional knowledge base, a limited conditional belief is evalu-
ated by approximating the plausibility of its antecedent from above
to select a sphere, and then applying sound inference in that sphere.

We see several interesting avenues of future work. First and fore-
most, we are currently working on an implementation of the reason-
ing service described here, enriched with functions in the spirit of
[21]. The treatment of functions from [21] seamlessly carries over
to our logic; we skipped it here for simplicity. What makes func-
tions very attractive is, among other things, that they allow to ex-
press existentials in the knowledge base by way of Skolemization.
With that implementation, we plan to explore the practical utility of
limited reasoning (for example, for high-level control in robots) in
general and conditional belief in particular. Then the question will
arise which effort parameters to choose. A simple approach may be
to iteratively increase the effort with a situation-dependent timeout
after which the search procedure is aborted. Even when the expected
result could not be proved within the timeout, the tried effort param-
eters will give the system designer insight about why his program or
robot behaved the way it did.

We also plan to investigate notions of limited belief revision. The
problem with many belief revision operators is that they bring along
exponential growth in the number of iterated revisions. We hope to
alleviate this with a limited revision operator where the revised epis-
temic state is an approximative structure, similar as in limited only-
believing. Such a notion of limited revision could be used to devise
a limited variant of the situation calculus in the style of [20] but ex-
tended to defeasible beliefs and imperfect sensing [35, 36].
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